Abstract-Tandem mass spectrometry experiments generate from thousands to millions of spectra. These spectra can be used to identify the presence of proteins in biological samples. In this work, we propose a new method to identify peptides, substrings of proteins, based on clustered tandem mass spectrometry data. In contrast to previously proposed approaches, which identify one representative spectrum for each cluster using traditional database searching algorithms, our method uses all available information to score all the spectra in a cluster against candidate peptides using Bayesian model selection. We illustrate the performance of our method by applying it to seven-standard-protein mixture data.
the sequence matching step by first clustering similar tandem mass spectra and then using the clustered spectra, rather than individual spectra, for peptide identification [2] [3] [4] . Assuming that tandem mass spectra within each cluster are repeated observations of the same peptide, one can treat the tandem mass spectra within each cluster as repeated experimental observations. Two common approaches to clustered tandem mass spectral analysis proceed by either taking a single "highest quality" representative spectrum from each cluster [3] , [4] or by averaging all spectra in the cluster and finding the best matching peptide for this representative pseudo-spectrum [2] , [3] . The rationale behind both of these approaches is to increase the database searching speed by eliminating redundant queries and to improve the signal-tonoise ratio. Although current methods for clustered spectral analysis can reduce the database searching time, these methods do not fully explore all information offered by clustered spectra. We propose a formal statistical approach that we refer to as BaM8 2 (Bayesian Model Selection for tandem Mass Spectra) that uses repeated experimental observations, afforded by clustered tandem mass spectra, more efficiently.
Taking a statistical point of view, we treat peptide identification as a model selection problem assuming that individual tandem mass spectra within a cluster represent repeated fragmentations of the same peptide. As demonstrated in Figure 1 , a tandem mass spectrum, obtained together with an associated precursor ion peptide mass-to-charge (m/z) value, contains both m/z and intensity values of the selected precursor ion's fragment ions. Given clustered observed tandem mass spectra, we may have hundreds to thousands of peptide candidates selected based on the precursor ion peptide mass. Assuming each candidate peptide defines a model for generating multiple observed tandem mass spectra in a cluster, we formulate a probabilistic data generating model. Next, we follow the Bayesian paradigm and measure relative model fit by the probability of each candidate model/peptide given the observed clustered tandem mass spectra. This procedure allows us to capture more data features than merely the mean intensities of a cluster. The focus of the paper is not on clustering algorithms for tandem mass spectra, but rather on novel peptide identification methods based on already clustered spectra. We first cluster tandem mass spectra using the algorithm of Frank et al. [3] . We then use our clustered tandem mass spectra-based database searching algorithm to assign the top-ranked peptide sequence for each cluster. Then, we differentiate correct peptide identifications from the incorrect ones using a false discovery rate (FDR) procedure coupled with a decoy database analysis [5] , [6] . The FDR procedure is needed because the top-ranked peptide sequence for a cluster may not be a correct assignment. To validate our approach, we apply our method to a standard mixture of seven proteins. We show that BaM8 2 identifies more peptides than the competing method [3] combined with traditional peptide identification algorithms, such as Sequest [7] . The advantage of our method becomes even more apparent as the cluster size increases. We believe that our model-based approach shows great promise, because in contrast to model-free approaches, our model can be further improved more easily and refined to yield better performance.
II. METHOD

A. Data
To test our method, we used thirty HPLC-MS/MS data sets acquired on mixtures of known proteins [8] . There were six samples that contained seven proteins with varying concentrations. From these experiments, 7,478 clusters with a size greater than two (spectra) were used for our analysis. About 15% of the clusters (Standard dataset A) were used for the model tuning, while the rest of clusters (Standard 649 dataset B) were used for the model evaluation and model comparison with a Frank et al.'s approach [3] . For the protein database, we attached a shuffled yeast database and the contaminant database (human keratins, porcine trypsin, bonvine trypsin) to the seven-standard-protein database and treated this combined database as a target database.
B. Preprocessing
Before modeling tandem mass spectrometry data, performing adequate preprocessing steps is essential [9] . This is necessary because inadequate preprocessing may cause mild to serious model violations as well as low performance in assigning the correct peptide sequence to a cluster. Our preprocessing steps included clustering tandem mass spectra, binning m/z values of peaks, and rescaling peak intensities in each spectrum. Recently developed clustering algorithms for tandem mass spectra have only a few differences among them [2] [3] [4] . Encouraged by results of [3] , who synthesized two previously published methods, we used their software, MS-Clustering (available from http://peptide.ucsd.edu) to cluster tandem mass spectra. MS-Clustering starts by removing low-quality spectra, which are not likely to yield peptide identifications. For convenience in model building, we considered only a certain range of m/z values (200-2,000Da) [9] and removed peaks within a 10Da window around the precursor mass-to-charge value to eliminate the possibility of matching a predicted fragment ion to the mass-to-charge ratio of the precursor ion [7] . Then, we discretized spectrum i by dividing the m/z values into B bins and collecting the total intensities per bin into a vector Xi = (Xil,Xi2, ...,XiB). The bin width is related to the resolution of the instrument. Using the fact that fragment mass tolerance of the LTQ is about 0.8 [10] , we set 1 Da as a bin width. In our model formulation, we assumed that log-intensities of bin j in spectra within the same cluster were generated from a normal distribution with a common mean intensity value. However, peak intensities of different spectra were not on the same scale due to the difference in their precursor ion intensities. We therefore normalized each spectrum i by subtracting an arithmetic mean of logtransformed non-zero intensities in spectrum i from all logtransformed non-zero intensities in spectrum i.
C. Bayesian Peptide Identification 1) Probabilistic Data Generating Model:
We formulated a probabilistic data generating model given a theoretical tandem mass spectrum. In our theoretical spectrum, we included the first and second isotope peaks of predominant ions, which are called b-and y-ions. Our method can be easily extended to include more types of ions (Le. z-, c-, and a-ions [11] ) by simply adding more ions in the theoretical spectrum. Since intensity values of the theoretical spectrum were unknown, our theoretical spectrum was represented by a binary vector T = (T 1 , ... , T B ) , where T j = 0 indicates the absence of a signal peak in bin j and T j = 1 indicates that we expect to see a signal peak in this bin. Given these indicators of signal peak absence/presence, we modeled the observed intensities of signal and noise peaks. When T j = 1, we observe a signal peak in bin j with a probability p and log-intensities of signal peaks are normally distributed with mean {Lj and variance oj. When Tj = 0, we observe a noise peak with a probability q and logintensities of noise peaks are normally distributed with a mean v and a variance ,2. Note that the signal model has bin-specific means and variances while the noise model has a common mean and a common variance. We also point out that we transformed observed intensities to the log scale. This choice of transformation was dictated by mathematical convenience rather than by physical modeling. The logarithmic transformation itself allowed us to use normal distribution for noise peak intensities or bin-specific signal peak intensities, and we empirically confirmed that a normal distribution is appropriate for the log-transformed clustered mass spectrometry data observed in practice. In order to obtain the likelihood of the observed clustered spectra, we made two assumptions. The first assumption was that observations corresponding to the same bin are independent and identically distributed (iid) across spectra within a cluster. In this assumption, we considered the intensities of common peaks from the same peptide (with the same charge state) were generated from the same distribution. This assumption is reasonable when our rescaling preprocessing step is performed properly. Furthermore, we assumed that intensities across bins are independently distributed. Thus, the peak intensity in one bin is not associated with the peak intensity in another bin. This assumption is disputable due to dependences among isotopic peaks, between b-and y-ions, among the same ions with different charge states [12] , [13] , and due to rescaling in our preprocessing step. However, we prefer to build a simple and computationally efficient model with the hope that our crude approximation of reality will be sufficient for peptide identification. Under our two assumptions, the likelihood of observed clustered spectra can be written as
where N is the number of spectra in a cluster, X = (Xj , X 2 , ... ,X N ) is a matrix of observed peak intensities (p,q,J..l,CT,V,,) . There are several approaches to this model selection problem. We took one of them, which is based on integrated likelihood [14] , [15] . First, we assigned conjugate prior distributions to model parameters, Pr(Om 1 T m), which is a choice based on mathematical convenience. The prior distributions for signal bin parameters are:
We can interpret prior parameters in terms of prior observations if we look at the posterior expectation as a weighted average of the prior and empirical expectations [16] . We interpret a p as a prior observed number of non-zero signal bins, where a p + b p is a prior sample size of all signal bins. We think of {LjO as the prior sample mean of~j1 non-zero signal bins with variance a]. The interpretation of /3j1/ aj1 is a prior sample variance of non-zero signal intensities in bin j, where the prior sample size is 2aj 1 . Parameters of prior noise bin distributions listed below in (3.3), can be interpreted similarly to prior parameters for signal bins except that Vo and ,2/~o are not bin-specific:
,2 r--.J Inverse -Gamma(ao, /30).
After the priors were determined, we proceeded by calculating the marginal likelihood for each model T m : (4) After obtaining integrated likelihoods for all candidate models, using Bayes' rule, we arrived at the posterior model probabilities:
L:~1 Pr(X 1 Tz)Pr(Tz)
Our algorithm selects a model/peptide with the highest posterior probability. In this analysis, we assumed that Pr(T i ) = 1/K for all i = 1, ..., K, which means that we select a model/peptide with the highest integrated likelihood. The detectibility score [17] is another reasonable choice for Pr(T i) since it is the probability of observing a peptide T, in a sample. 
D. Measuring Uncertainty of Peptide Identification
The predictive ability of scores used for peptide identification determines the performance in measuring uncertainty of peptide/protein identification [18] , [19] , thus we need good predictor scores that can distinguish correct from incorrect identifications. Since the cluster size varies by cluster, the integrated likelihoods are not comparable across clusters, preventing us from using them as a predictive score. The potential scores we considered were the posterior probability that the observed cluster is generated from a certain peptide/model, the difference between the top two log integrated likelihoods normalized by the standard deviation of log integrated likelihoods of all candidate peptides (DeltaLIL), the noise emission probability q, the signal emission probability p, the average intensity of noise peaks f), and the average of (ij'S which is the average intensity of signal peaks. We compared the performance of these scores in differentiating the correct identifications from incorrect identifications using precision-recall [20] , [21] and receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves [22] , shown in Figure 2 . Seven standard protein mixture data (Standard dataset A) were used for this comparison since the correct and incorrect identifications 651 can be approximated as described in the section II.C. In Figure 2 , the ROC curve closer to the upper-left comer indicates better performance while the precision-recall curve closer to the upper-right comer indicates better performance. Since our data contain a much smaller number of positives (correct identification) compared to the number of negatives (incorrect identifications), the precision-recall curves highlight the important differences among scores better than the ROC curves [20] . Based on this analysis, we decided to use DeltaLIL as the predictive score, which performed the best among the potential scores. Using DeltaLIL, we computed a p-value to test the null hypothesis that a match between the observed cluster and the top-ranked peptide occurred by chance. Since such a null distribution is unknown for real biological samples, we approximated the score distribution of incorrect peptide identifications using a decoy database approach (e.g. a database that contains reversed sequences of proteins or a shuffled database) [5] , [18] , [23] . The derived p-value was the proportion of decoy identifications equal to or larger than the score of a given identification. Our computed p-value distribution was most dense near zero and flat elsewhere. This shape displayed no violations of the assumptions of methods operating on p-values and suggested that several clusters were correctly identified [24] . Finally, we corrected the multiple testing problem by computing the q-value, which is the minimal positive false discovery rate (PFDR) for each identification [6] . The database search time for our Bayesian approach is O(BKC) where B is the number of bins, K is the number of candidate peptides, and C is the number of clusters in a dataset. Since the number of clusters, C is much less than S, the number of spectra in a particular dataset, the time complexity of this algorithm is much less than the time complexity of traditional database searching algorithms, O(BKS). Comparing to traditional database searching algorithms, we preprocess the spectra (i.e. clustering, normalizing, extracting sufficient statisticis), however, the time complexity for this step is only O(BS).
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
On the seven-protein standard mixture data (Standard dataset B), our BaMS 2 method outperformed the modelfree approach in terms of the number of clusters identified with high confidence. The number of clusters identified by our approach was consistently larger than the number of clusters identified by the competing approach for qvalue cutoffs E (0,0.1) as shown in Figure 3(a) . For qvalue-r 0.01, BaMS 2 identified 20.80% more clusters than the model-free approach (Table I) . Moreover, our BaMS 2 approach identified 18.07% more peptides and 22.06% more spectra than the model-free method with the same q-value cutoff. The number of identified spectra was computed by multiplying the number of identified clusters by their cluster size under the assumption that all spectra from the same cluster are from the same peptide. Better BaMS2 performance in identifying spectra rather than clusters (compared to the model-free approach) suggests that our approach performs better for larger clusters. We examined the performance of both methods for various cluster sizes in Figure 3 (b). Both methods did better as the number of spectra per cluster increased. More importantly, as the cluster size increased, the advantage of our method over the model-free approach became more pronounced. The latter pattern emerged because more spectra in a cluster enabled the BaM8 2 algorithm to use information more efficiently. Surprisingly, our BaM8 2 did well even for small clusters in the standard mixture data. Good performance of the BaM8 2 algorithm on modestly sized clusters «30 spectra per cluster) may be due to our choice of prior parameters which happened to work well for this particular data set. Figure 3 (a) plots the numbers of clusters identified against q-value cutoffs. Here, we used two types of q-values, the 652 predicted q-values [6] and estimated q-values. The latter qvalues were approximated based on the information of proteins present in the samples and the shuffled yeast database. More specifically, for each predictive score (DeltaLIL for BaM8 2 and DeltaCn for the model-free approach) threshold, we estimated pFDR by dividing the number of identified clusters as a peptide neither from one of seven standard proteins in the sample nor from one of contaminants by the number of clusters with the predictive score exceeding the specified threshold. Then, we computed the q-values which are the minimum pFDRs at which a given predictive score is accepted [6] . Figure 3(a) shows that both [6] 'sand estimated q-values are very similar except for very small q-value thresholds (q-value-; 0.01).
IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
In this paper, we proposed a novel database searching algorithm, BaM8 2 , for clustered tandem mass spectra. By eliminating redundant entries for database search, this clustering based algorithm has lower time complexity than the traditional algorithms and can be implemented to reduce the actual database searching time. Its performance is good for larger clusters in terms of identifying more peptides with high confidence. For small clusters, our approach performs similarly to the model-free approach, but the performance of our BaM8 2 method seems to increase faster than the model-free method as the cluster size increases. We also think that our BaM8 2 has the potential to improve its performance since our proposed method is flexible. For example, we can incorporate better prior knowledge into our model. In our analysis, we assigned the same weak informative prior for all the signal bins. However, in reality, the intensity of a signal peak depends on the fragment behavior of peptides which can be predicted by the amino acid composition of the peptide. Thus, it is more appropriate to assign a prior mean intensity separately for each signal bin. Combining the efficiency of our method with a better choice of priors can improve the BaM8 2 performance, especially for small clusters. We can also improve our method by making our data generating model more realistic so that it accounts for dependencies among signal bins (Le. b-and y-ions, the first and second isotope peaks).
Our BaM8 2 algorithm takes advantage of repeated spectra from the same peptide and works well with large clusters (30 or more). Our approach is useful in the situation where multiple tandem mass spectra from the same peptides are produced. For example, researchers can take advantage of our method for precursor acquisition independent from ion count (PAcIFIC) [25] which produces many more tandem mass spectra from the same precursor for one run than regular mass spectrometry experiments. In general, our method is timely, especially in light of ongoing developments of the mass spectrometry experiments that produce a large amount of often redundant information. We believe that modelbased statistics methods provide a natural framework for leveraging this redundancy.
